Using Crude Whole-Genome Assemblies of Neisseria gonorrhoeae as a Platform for Strain Analysis: Clonal Spread of Gonorrhea Infection in Saskatchewan, Canada
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Using crude whole-genome assemblies, we analyzed 25 isolates of Neisseria gonorrhoeae by using a high-resolution single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) approach for nine housekeeping genes, characterizing penA alleles, and antimicrobial susceptibility phenotypes coupled with population structure analysis. Two clonal complexes, characterized by their spatial and geographical persistence, were identified. In addition, the clonal spread of penicillin-resistant/intermediate phenotypes and a novel introduction of the azithromycin resistance phenotype in Saskatchewan, Canada, were ascertained using this method.

Neisseria gonorrhoeae causes 106 million new gonorrhea infections globally each year (1). In Canada, the reported number of cases of gonorrhea more than doubled from 14.9 per 100,000 in 1997 to 33.1 per 100,000 in 2011 (2). A significant concern is the emergence and dissemination of antimicrobial resistance in the gonococcal population worldwide, which has consequently resulted in a significant limitation of treatment options (3). The MICs of gonococcal isolates to third-generation extended-spectrum cephalosporins (ESCs) (e.g., cefixime and ceftriaxone), the last of the single-dose treatment options for gonorrhea, have been increasing since the early 2000s (4). N. gonorrhoeae isolates with probable resistance (MICs, ≥25 μg/ml) to third-generation cephalosporins, linked with treatment failures, have been reported in Japan, Europe, the United States, Canada, and South Africa (5-10). This global trend in gonococcal resistance to antibiotics may result in the emergence of untreatable strains. Presently, there is no vaccine against N. gonorrhoeae. Therefore, preventive measures, based on accurate information on gonococcal transmission and the spread and evolution of antimicrobial resistance among the pathogen population, play a crucial role in interventions designed to limit the spread of gonorrhea.

In this study, we exploited whole-genome data to ascertain the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in 9 housekeeping genes and penA alleles in 25 N. gonorrhoeae isolates. These genomic analyses were combined with the antimicrobial susceptibilities of N. gonorrhoeae isolates and molecular evolutionary analysis. Our objective was to apply a high-resolution typing method, without the influence of homologous recombinations, in order to resolve the ancestral relationship of predominant N. gonorrhoeae strains from Saskatchewan, a Canadian province with a high rate of gonorrhea infections (2), and potentially to identify evolutionary events that led to the spread of antibiotic-resistant phenotypes. We sequenced the genomes of 23 previously characterized N. gonorrhoeae isolates collected from Saskatchewan between 2005 and 2008 (11). The gonococcal isolates were selected based on their high-prevalence, so-called circulating strains and their single-locus variants (SLVs). Three random isolates (SK 17973, SK 16942, and SK 29471) of circulating strain ST-1 were selected together with four SLVs, ST-17 (SK 28355), ST-28 (SK 14515), ST-8 (SK 16259), and ST-23 (SK 12684). Also, three other random isolates (SK 29344, SK 9797, and SK 25532) of circulating strain ST-3 were selected with its one SLV, ST-22 (SK 7842). The remaining gonococcal isolates were selected based on their unique antimicrobial phenotypes. Two other genomes of spatially and temporally unrelated gonococcal strains, CH 811 (Chile, 1982) and GCI-182 (Canada, 1985), were sequenced (12, 13). Gonococcal DNA was extracted using the Qia- gen DNeasy tissue kit (Qiagen, Inc., Valencia, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Genomes of the 25 isolates of N. gonorrhoeae were sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq platform according to established procedure, and contigs were assembled using the CLC Genomics Workbench. In all, 10 loci (penA, abcZ, adk, gdh, gltA, gnd, fumC, pilA, pyrD, and serC) were extracted from each of the 25 genome assemblies using additional scripts. The regions of homologous recombinations within the housekeeping genes were identified using a nonparametric recombination detection method, SiScan (14), as described earlier (15). The DNA sequences were incorporated into Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis (MEGA) version 4 (16) for the identification of SNPs. Phylogeny, based on SNPs, was inferred using the maximum evolution method (17). The neighbor-joining algorithm (18) was used to generate the initial phylogenetic tree. The antimicrobial susceptibilities of N. gonorrhoeae isolates to penicillin, tetracycline, spectinomycin, ciprofloxacin, ceftriaxone, azithromycin, and ceftriaxone were assessed, in duplicate, by the agar dilution method as described previously (19, 20). Structure (21) evolutionary analysis was performed using a combination of SNPs, antimicrobial susceptibilities, and penA alleles. The programs CLUMPP (22) and DISTRUCT (23) were used to generate the
initial graphs depicting the population structure of the gonococcal strains.

To minimize the negative effect of homoplasy on gonococcal phylogeny, all regions affected by homologous recombinations were removed from further analysis of the 9 housekeeping genes (11,494 bp for each isolate was used for the comparative analysis). A total of 70 SNPs were identified among 25 gonococcal isolates for the nine loci, ranging from the lowest SNP density of 361 (1 SNP per 361 bp) in \textit{gdh} to the highest SNP density of 71 (1 SNP per 71 bp) in \textit{pilA}. The minimum evolution method revealed the existence of two major clades (Fig. 1). The first clade comprised a cluster of homogenous strains (SK 17973, SK 29471, SK 16942, SK 14515, SK 28355, SK 16259, and SK 12684) separated by 5 SNPs, hereafter referred to as clonal complex 1 (CC1), and a group of diverse gonococcal strains separated by 41 SNPs (Fig. 1). The second clade included another group of genetically homogenous strains, CC2 (SK 25532, SK 7842, SK 29344, and SK 6987), separated by 4 SNPs, and a group of genetically distant strains, including reference strains CH 811 and GC1-182, which are separated by 56 SNPs (Fig. 1). The overall average pairwise distance, an estimate of evolutionary divergence between sequences, for all the gonococcal isolates was 0.252, indicating that any two gonococcal strains would diverge, on average, ~25% from each other based on their SNPs. While diverse isolates might differ by 42.9%, when these extreme values are averaged, the evolutionary divergence is 25%. The isolates within CC1 and CC2 showed profound genetic homogeneity, diverging from each other by only 2.3% and 3.1% of the counted SNPs, respectively.

All the isolates were susceptible to spectinomycin and ESCs. A majority of the isolates (80%, 20/25) were resistant to tetracycline; far fewer were resistant to penicillin (12%, 3/25), ciprofloxacin (8%, 2/25), and azithromycin (4%, 1/25). The majority of penicillin-resistant/intermediate phenotypes (77.7%, 7/9) were distributed among the two CCs. In contrast, ciprofloxacin-resistant/intermediate phenotypes (75%, 3/4) were mainly found among isolates that did not belong to the CCs (Fig. 1). Azithromycin resistance was identified in the genetically distant isolate SK 36809 (Fig. 1). The sequenced gonococcal isolates possessed 9 \textit{penA} alleles, in keeping with the classification scheme developed by others (24, 25), including allele XXII (40%, 10/25), allele IX (24%, 6/25), allele II (8%, 2/25), allele I (8%, 2/25), mosaic \textit{penA} allele XXXIV (4%, 1/25), allele XIX (4%, 1/25), allele XIV (4%, 1/25), allele XII (4%, 1/25), and allele V (4%, 1/25) (Fig. 1).

To better define the population structure of these gonococcal strains, we used whole-genome sequencing to characterize the genetic diversity within the isolates. We identified a total of 70 SNPs among the 25 isolates, with the highest SNP density in \textit{pilA}. The minimum evolution method revealed the presence of two major clades (Fig. 1). The first clade comprised a cluster of homogenous strains (SK 17973, SK 29471, SK 16942, SK 14515, SK 28355, SK 16259, and SK 12684) separated by 5 SNPs, hereafter referred to as clonal complex 1 (CC1), and a group of diverse gonococcal strains separated by 41 SNPs (Fig. 1). The second clade included another group of genetically homogenous strains, CC2 (SK 25532, SK 7842, SK 29344, and SK 6987), separated by 4 SNPs, and a group of genetically distant strains, including reference strains CH 811 and GC1-182, which are separated by 56 SNPs (Fig. 1). The overall average pairwise distance, an estimate of evolutionary divergence between sequences, for all the gonococcal isolates was 0.252, indicating that any two gonococcal strains would diverge, on average, ~25% from each other based on their SNPs. While diverse isolates might differ by 42.9%, when these extreme values are averaged, the evolutionary divergence is 25%. The isolates within CC1 and CC2 showed profound genetic homogeneity, diverging from each other by only 2.3% and 3.1% of the counted SNPs, respectively.

All the isolates were susceptible to spectinomycin and ESCs. A majority of the isolates (80%, 20/25) were resistant to tetracycline; far fewer were resistant to penicillin (12%, 3/25), ciprofloxacin (8%, 2/25), and azithromycin (4%, 1/25). The majority of penicillin-resistant/intermediate phenotypes (77.7%, 7/9) were distributed among the two CCs. In contrast, ciprofloxacin-resistant/intermediate phenotypes (75%, 3/4) were mainly found among isolates that did not belong to the CCs (Fig. 1). Azithromycin resistance was identified in the genetically distant isolate SK 36809 (Fig. 1). The sequenced gonococcal isolates possessed 9 \textit{penA} alleles, in keeping with the classification scheme developed by others (24, 25), including allele XXII (40%, 10/25), allele IX (24%, 6/25), allele II (8%, 2/25), allele I (8%, 2/25), mosaic \textit{penA} allele XXXIV (4%, 1/25), allele XIX (4%, 1/25), allele XIV (4%, 1/25), allele XII (4%, 1/25), and allele V (4%, 1/25) (Fig. 1).
isolates, we analyzed their SNPs, penA alleles, and antibiotic phenotypes using structure evolutionary analysis. The results of multiple analyses strongly suggest that the collection of gonococcal isolates consisted of two large haplogroups, 1 and 2, and one small haplogroup, 3 (Fig. 2A). The mean of the pairwise distances indicated that haplogroup 1 is the most heterogeneous group (0.329), whereas haplogroups 2 (0.059) and 3 (0.035) are more homogeneous. Point estimate analyses suggested that haplogroup 3 diverged 0.214 and 0.120 from haplogroups 2 and 1, respectively, whereas haplogroups 1 and 2 diverged from each other 0.094, indicating that haplogroup 3 is the most distant group (Fig. 2A).

Previously, we reported that the majority of gonorrhea infections from Saskatchewan, one of the most affected regions of Canada (26), were caused by the three circulating strains (11). Using SNP analysis, a high-resolution typing method, with a significantly reduced influence of homoplasy (i.e., all regions of homologous recombination were removed prior to SNP analysis), we showed that two circulating strains have formed clonal complexes spanning time and a vast area. The population structure analysis clearly indicated that each of these two clonal complexes exhibited distinct combinations of SNPs, penA alleles, and antimicrobial phenotypes among the gonococcal population (Fig. 2B). The unique genetic backgrounds of these two clonal complexes are likely associated with their temporal and spatial expansions. Molecular surveillance of clinical N. gonorrhoeae isolates in Russia during a 1-year period revealed a high clonality of gonococcal isolates in which four clonal complexes were identified with high prevalence rates (27). Our results suggest that the gonococcal clonal complexes found in Saskatchewan are characterized not only by a high prevalence rate but also by their profound temporal persistence, indicating that these highly successful clonal genotypes have likely acquired a biological fitness advantage over other gonococcal genotypes. Another possible explanation for the clonal expansion of these two clonal complexes may lie in the fact that the clonal genotypes could enter into the major sexual networks of the high-risk population, thus affecting a large number of people via usually very complex and extensive sexual networks (28, 29) and at the same time creating the reservoir of asymptomatically infected individuals (30). Interestingly, the majority of penicillin-resistant/intermediate phenotypes were found among the clonally associated genotypes, further suggesting that after acquisition of this antimicrobial phenotype, it was disseminated by clonal spread. In a sharp contrast to this antimicrobial phenotype, the ciprofloxacin resistance phenotype was identified in several genetically distant gonococcal genotypes, spanning over both clades, clearly indicating nonclonal spread. Resistance to azithromycin, suggested by some as a possible alternative monotherapeutic antibiotic (31), as well as being an antibiotic used presently in dual therapy (32), was present in a single strain, SK 36809, which was clustered within a group of genetically distant strains, suggesting that the azithromycin resistance was most likely introduced into the province. This finding is further supported by the point

FIG 2 Population structure of N. gonorrhoeae strains. (A) Triangle plot of a Bayesian cluster analysis reveals the existence of three distinct haplogroups (K = 3) within the examined collection of N. gonorrhoeae strains. Haplogroup 1 is the most diverse group of gonococcal strains, whereas haplogroup 3 is most distant. Clonal complex 1 (CC1) was associated with haplogroup 2, while clonal complex 2 (CC2) associated itself with haplogroup 1. (B) Population structure analysis carried out using structure revealed the existence of two genetically unique groups (CC1 and CC2) of gonococcal isolates based on a combination of SNPs, penA alleles, and antimicrobial phenotypes. Each strain is represented by a single vertical bar, partitioned into three colored segments which represent its overall contribution to each of the three haplogroups.
estimate analyses, which revealed that strain SK 36809, based on SNPs, the antimicrobial profile, and the penA allele, is one of the most divergent gonococcal strains in the studied collection, suggesting the introduction of this antimicrobial resistance phenotype into Saskatchewan from somewhere else.

In summary, using crude whole-genome assembles as a starting point and a combination of SNPs, penA alleles, antimicrobial susceptibility profiles, and molecular population structure analysis, we have shown that the tested gonococcal population consisted of two clonal complexes. These clonal complexes were characterized by temporal and geographic persistence in Saskatchewan, which has very high gonorrhea infection rates, further highlighting the public health importance of these clonal complexes. In addition, we reported the clonal spread of penicillin-resistant/intermediate phenotypes and introduction of azithromycin resistance among the gonococcal population from western Canada.
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